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My Intention for this workshop is…. 
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Build a more resilient 
organization 

Next Steps 
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CLUSTER NOTES 

Guidelines: The cluster note taking method allows you to create various shapes and 

insert any kind of information in them. Use the shapes below and fill them in with your 

key points: main topics, subtopics, ideas, words, phrases, etc.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Rebound and 
Prosper
How resilient is your 

organization?

Led by Jane Bishop
CEO
Take The Next Step



“Resilience is not what happens to 
an organization; it’s what the 
organization does with what happens 
to it” 

- Howard Kerr, CEO
British Standards Institution



“Resilience helps to recover control 
rapidly in times of unexpected 
change and maintain a general sense 
of comfort when managing several 
changes simultaneously without 
being affected.” - PECB



Common 
Characteristics
personifycorp.com

Common
Purpose

Structure 
for Quick 
Decision 
Making

Develop a 
people first 

culture

Celebrate 
wins and 

share best 
practices

Leverage 
technology 
to support 

remote 
teams



In the next 12 months…
What’s your organization’s 
top business priority?

Which trends will have 
significant impact on your 
organization?

Improve 
operational 
excellence 

Shift from 
designing
organization for 
efficiency to 
designing for 
flexibility

Remote Work

n = 1,196 HR leaders but responses vary by question
Source: Gartner 2021 HR Priorities Survey



Three urgent priorities for CHROs
Gartner for HR Research Study 

1. “How do we get the right 
skills in the right place at the 
right time?”



Three urgent priorities for CHROs
Gartner for HR Research Study 

2. “How can we respond more 
effectively and quickly to 
demands from our customers 
(leaders, managers, 
employees)?”



Three urgent priorities for CHROs
Gartner for HR Research Study 

3. “How can we redesign 
processes and structures to 
adapt better to disruption?”



To improve responsiveness, HR must SHIFT the focus 
of organizational design…

Gartner for HR Research

BEFORE

Design and drive 
organizational strategy, 
culture and operations 
for efficiency and 
effectiveness in the 
predicted environment

NOW

Design and populate the 
organization for 
resilience and 
responsiveness — the 
ability to sense and 
respond in a changing 
environment.



Proactive 
vs. 
Reactive



PROACTIVE 
MINDSET

• PERSPECTIVE

• ATTITUDE

• LOOK AT BIG PICTURE

• TAKE A BREAK

• ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY



Leadership in a VUCA 
World



• VISIONV

• UNDERSTANDINGU

• CLARITYC

• ADAPTABILITY/AGILITYA



Take

Take a 
dynamic 
approach to 
reskilling and 
redeploying 
talent.

Find

Find talent 
that 
generates 
tangible 
business 
impact.

Redesign

Redesign 
work to 
enable 
employees to 
be more 
responsive.

Leverage

Leverage the 
newly hybrid 
workforce. 

Adopt

Adopt agile 
principles and 
approach for 
HR projects 
and HR 
operating 
models



“Habitual excellence is 
at the heart of 
resilience, but this 
heart needs to power 
muscular business 
characteristics” 
– Howard Kerr, BSI CEO



Galen 
Emanuele
Resilient 
Teams



What is the current
level of resilience of
your Organization?

Where are potential 
gaps in cultivating 
resilience?

How will you prepare 
to rebound and 
prosper?

How will you 
continue to stay agile 
and adaptable post 
COVID-19 and 
cultivate resilience?

NEXT STEPS



FOR YOUR 
PONDERING

“When an organization 
develops and cultivates 
a shared collaborative 
workforce, practices 
new ways to solve 
problems in anticipation 
of a crisis, the 
organization will be 
more resilient during 
volatile periods of 
uncertainty and have a 
greater chance of 
survival.” 

-Jane Bishop





How to Connect with Jane Bishop

jane@takethenextstepcct.com

www.janebishop.live

404.432.2701



What is one step you will take to 
get significant traction on one 
discovery from this week’s event?





Howard Kerr, Chief Executive, discusses  
the principle of Organizational Resilience,  
and how it can strengthen companies in today’s  
increasingly complex and ever-changing  
business world.

Organizational Resilience: 
Harnessing Experience, Embracing Opportunity

Whitepaper
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Snapshot

•	 Organizational Resilience is the ability of an organization to prosper year on year in a 

dynamic, interconnected world. 

•	 A resilient organization is adaptive, agile, robust and competitive – harnessing experience 

and embracing opportunity to pass the test of time.

•	 Organizational Resilience involves the adoption of best practice to deliver continual 

business improvement, embedding competence and capability across all aspects of an 

organization.

•	 Organizational Resilience is essential to an organization’s atmosphere and provides 

a common platform and shared understanding for adapting to a dynamic business 

environment. It allows leaders to take measured risks with confidence, responding quickly 

and appropriately to both opportunity and threat.

•	 BSI distills the requirements for Organizational Resilience into three essential elements: 

product excellence, process reliability and people’s behavior. 

•	 These three elements combine to provide the customer with the best possible overall 

experiences and builds trust and long-term relationships with its stakeholders and an 

excellent reputation. 

•	 BSI identifies three functional domains where achieving organizational resilience is 

critical to organizations both large and small: operational resilience, supply chain 

resilience and information resilience. 

•	 Three key benefits from the successful achievement of Organizational Resilience are 

strategic adaptability, agile leadership and robust governance.

•	 To stand out and win, every organization, regardless of its size, sector or location, must 

develop a resilient approach that is right for it – underpinned by its values and defining 

its brand.

•	 BSI’s model for Organizational Resilience is built upon a century of experience and tens of 

thousands of client interactions from around the world.
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Introduction 

Resilience is a familiar subject to the business world. Indeed, there 

is a wealth of academic research and numerous management 

papers on harnessing resilience in the face of growing business 

threats. However, “Organization Resilience” is a relatively new term 

to indicate a much broader principle of resilience as a value driver 

for an organization. Much less has been written about this.

Organizational Resilience involves more than simply the ability to 

survive. It enables businesses to harness experience and embrace 

opportunity in order to prosper in today’s dynamic, interconnected world. As a result, 

BSI views Organizational Resilience as a strategic imperative for any business. 

Ultimately, Organizational Resilience is the manifestation of “making excellence a habit”. 

A business leader’s professional obligation must be to ensure that their organization 

performs consistently well and to leave it in robust shape for the future. To achieve that, 

they must ensure their organization, as well as the business, is resilient. 

This whitepaper defines Organizational Resilience and explores key issues surrounding 

it, including why it is essential to business success, its key components and 

characteristics, and how a business can achieve it.

Here at BSI we have prospered since 1901, when we wrote the first standard relating to 

steel sections for tramways. Since then we’ve been helping organizations embed habits 

of excellence by defining what “good” looks like and developing best practice solutions 

that improve their performance, manage their risks and help them grow sustainably.               

.

”A resilient organization is one that not 
merely survives over the long term, but 
flourishes – passing the test of time”

Howard Kerr 
Chief Executive, BSI
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Mastering Organizational Resilience 

requires the adoption of excellent habits 

and best practice to deliver business 

improvement. It embeds competence and 

capability throughout the business and 

down the supply chain from products 

to services to people and processes and 

from vision and values to culture and 

behaviors.

Organizational Resilience is continually 

achieved over time through a number of 

elements, including ongoing relationships 

and interactions with all stakeholders. It 

is not a one off exercise.

Achieving the goal of Organizational 

Resilience requires commitment from 

the whole company. It builds upon 

the characteristics that make up the 

values and behaviors of an organization 

by transforming how an organization 

thinks, how it should be run, how it will 

be perceived, what the experience of 

working with it will be and where its 

future lies. 

The deployment of Organizational 

Resilience requires both top-down 

direction and bottom-up engagement 

Every leadership team will agree that Organizational Resilience 

is essential to business survival. To date, however, this has 

mainly been in the context of risk prevention and recovery. 

Cranfield School of Management’s 2014 paper, Roads to 

Resilience,1 for example, is among many that focus primarily on 

the protection of resources and assets in the face of external 

threats. 

Organizational Resilience is “the ability of an organization to 

anticipate, prepare for, respond and adapt to incremental 

change and sudden disruptions in order to survive and 

prosper.”2 The words “organization” and “prosper” really matter. 

Organizational Resilience reaches beyond risk management 

towards a more holistic view of business health and success. A 

resilient organization is Darwinian in the sense that it adapts to 

a changing environment in order to remain fit for purpose over 

the long term. It is also one that learns from its own and others’ 

experiences in order to pass the test of time.

While there is certainly always an important element of 

risk prevention and mitigation in Organizational Resilience, 

it is equally focused on business improvement. It is not a 

defensive strategy. It is a positive, forward-looking “strategic 

enabler” because robust, resilient organizations are flexible 

and proactive. They’re seeing, anticipating, creating, and taking 

advantage of new opportunities.

Kay and Goldspink take this concept further in their 2012 paper 

for the Australian Government, based on interviews with more 

than 50 CEOs. 3 They identify three distinct levels of maturity for 

Organizational Resilience: an effective short-term “business as 

usual” capability, the medium-term ability to change and adapt 

and the long-term ability to actively shape the environment of 

the organization. 

Arguably, there is also a fourth level, which is the ability 

to shape the environment positively outside one’s own 

organization. Occasionally, it could be through the creation of a 

product or service that is so compelling in the value it creates 

that old ways are widely discarded, such as the adoption of 

mobile phones, digital music or ride-sharing services. More 

often, it could simply be the ability to collaborate with one’s 

supplier to improve how they manage their business, so that 

the benefits are reaped both individually within the business 

and collectively across the value chain. In the case of improved 

social and environmental practices, the benefits even extend to 

the communities in which the organizations operate.

1Roads to Resilience – Building dynamic approaches to risk to achieve future 

success, Cranfield School of Management and Airmic, 2014

2 As defined by the British Standard for Organizational Resilience, 65000

3 CEO Perspectives on Organisational Resilience, Kay R & Goldspink C, 

Commonwealth Attorney-General’s Department, Canberra, 2012

Part 1: Organizational Resilience In Context

Beyond Risk Management

Mastering Change
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through clear communication and a 

willing embrace from employees. This 

also extends to how an organization 

engages its supply chain; the benefits of 

environmental improvements or systems 

to uphold human rights in the workplace 

may be less tangible or immediate to a 

supplier focused on near-term cost and 

time pressures.

Recent research4 among business 

executives by the Economist Intelligence 

Unit (EIU) and BSI suggests that good 

people and great service are key to 

achieving Organizational Resilience, 

today and in the future. Understanding 

customer needs, having well-trained 

staff and having a dynamic leadership 

team are seen as the top three factors 

for ensuring resilience now and in the 

future. So, Organizational Resilience is 

as much a soft art as a hard science. 

The principle encompasses the values, 

behaviors, culture and environment of an 

organization. 

It is leaders who drive these factors. 

Organizational Resilience allows leaders 

to take measured risks with confidence, 

making the most of new opportunities. 

By making sure their organization 

is resilient, and by being able to 

demonstrate it, leaders also ensure that 

it is reliable and trustworthy. It creates 

a company that others want to do with 

business with and partner with. 

4Organizational Resilience: Building an enduring 

enterprise, Economist Intelligence Unit and BSI, 

2015

One only has to consider the many major companies that have 

met their demise over the years to see that long-term prosperity 

in business is rare and decreasing. For example, research5 has 

shown that companies currently remain in the S&P 500 index 

for an average of just 18 years, down from 61 years in 1958. 

At the current churn rate, 75 percent of the S&P 500 today 

will have been replaced by 2027 partly because a number of 

“younger” organizations have grown very rapidly and partly 

as some more established organizations have diminished. It’s 

a similar story elsewhere in today’s dynamic, interconnected 

world.

In ensuring the longer-term survival of a company, the real test 

of success is not short-term results, but the ability to deliver 

good results consistently over an extended period. Conversely, 

thinking only about the long term could cause short-term 

disruption. Organizations must balance their short-term goals 

with longer-term thinking.

Beyond financial performance, companies are held accountable 

through public scrutiny. Increasingly, society, media, consumers, 

business partners, supply chain members and shareholders 

expect corporate responsibility as well as profitability. In 

this digital age, business is more visible, transparent and 

accountable than ever before. Stakeholders are much better 

informed and have much higher expectations of an organization 

than merely “what can you do for me today?” They expect 

to be engaged in a dialogue rather than spoken to and are 

significantly more empowered to broadcast their own views to 

a global audience via social media.

In certain industries, a longer-term view is more prevalent 

with greater emphasis on resilience. This is particularly true of 

higher-risk sectors, such as pharmaceuticals and aerospace. 

Governments tend to impose regulation rather than rely 

on organizations to invest in business improvement. Such 

businesses work within more closely defined parameters, but 

they still operate in highly competitive markets and must strive 

to get the balance right between short-term performance and 

investment with longer-term horizons.

In certain parts of the world, long-term thinking is more 

common. Some Japanese companies, for example, create  

100-year plans, and while few businesses have the resources 

to take such a far-sighted view, there is a case for resisting the 

short-term approach so often associated with the Western 

business world. 

5Creative Destruction Whips Through Corporate America, Foster R, Innosight, 

2012

Thinking Long Term
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Long-term planning is typical of the 

resilient mindset ingrained in Japanese 

culture. Witness how Japan coped 

socially, logistically and economically 

when struck by the Tōhoku Earthquake 

and resulting tsunami in 2011. There was 

no rioting or looting, and the economy 

did not collapse. The Japanese people 

have long adjusted to their unpredictable 

high-risk environment. Living in an 

earthquake zone, they have designed 

and built the necessary infrastructure to 

minimize the long-term effect of natural 

disaster risks and have learned from 

experience how to become resilient. 

Other countries may not worry about 

earthquakes or tsunamis, but the modern 

world presents a host of threats, from 

disease and terrorism to civil unrest and 

cyber attack, that must constantly be 

countered. 

The writer and philosopher Aldous Huxley 

observed that, “Experience is not what 

happens to a man; it is what a man does 

with what happens to him.” In a similar 

vein, resilience is not what happens to an 

organization; it is what the organization 

does with what happens to it. 

The most resilient organizations are 

eager to learn from their own and others’ 

experiences to mitigate risk. Learning 

from collective experience through 

peer-to-peer networking and knowledge 

sharing is vital, in particular when 

businesses seek to penetrate new and 

unfamiliar markets. 

But organizations can be surprisingly 

“adolescent”, often ignoring information, 

advice and best practice because they 

don’t relate to it. In many cases, it is 

only after they’ve experienced a setback 

themselves that they alter their behavior.

It is easy to forget that many seemingly 

invincible companies have learned tough 

lessons from past experiences. Even 

Apple, now the world’s most profitable 

company, struggled in the 1990s before 

dramatically reshaping the mobile 

technology market. 

It is also possible to go from strength 

to strength, learning to adapt and 

respond to market shifts or unforeseen 

opportunities in order to prosper and 

therefore defy corporate mortality.

“Resilience is not what  
happens to an organization; it’s 

what the organization does  
with what happens to it” 

Learning From Experience 
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BSI’s model for Organizational Resilience is built upon 

a century of experience and tens of thousands of client 

interactions around the world. It distills the requirements 

for Organizational Resilience into three essential elements: 

product excellence, process reliability and people’s behavior. 

These three elements combine to provide the customer 

with the best possible overall experience. A business that 

achieves this consistently over time will not only build 

customer loyalty, but also trust and long-term relationships 

with all its stakeholders. 

In this context, “product” refers to 

whatever product, service or solution 

an organization brings to market to 

generate revenue. The starting point is 

to ask which markets an organization 

serves. Do its capabilities and products 

match the market requirements and 

comply with regulatory requirements? If 

not, how does it adapt to them? Horizon 

scanning, the systematic examination of 

information to identify potential threats, 

risks, emerging issues and opportunities, 

must play a key role. 

Truly resilient businesses innovate, not 

merely jumping on someone else’s 

bandwagon, but creating new products 

and markets, always staying one step 

ahead of competitors. They are well 

equipped to differentiate their offering, 

taking a lead while others follow.

Today’s customers and other company 

stakeholders simply won’t accept a 

sub-standard product or service. They 

will complain on social media more than 

ever before, which will carry dangerous 

reputational implications. This represents 

a risk to be recognized and managed. 

Conversely, customers can be much 

more powerful advocates than any 

advertising or marketing will ever be and 

here lies opportunity.

“Truly resilient businesses 
innovate, creating new products 
and markets, always staying one 
step ahead of competitors”

PRODUCT

Organizational
Resilience

PROCESS

PEOPLE

CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT

R
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Part 2: Building a Resilient Organization

Organizational Resilience  
In Practice

Product Excellence 
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Embedding habits of excellence into the development of 

products and services and bringing them to market is a key 

component of success. Organizations need a systematic 

approach to quality in the broadest sense of the word. They 

must ensure they “do the basics right” consistently through the 

strength and reliability of their processes, while still leaving 

scope for innovation and creativity.

Business-critical processes in areas, such as quality, 

environmental management, health and safety, responsible 

sourcing, information security and business continuity must 

be robust and compliant. Not only within an organization itself, 

but also throughout its supply chain, where the burden on 

organizations arising from globalization of the supply chain and 

their use of third-party suppliers, opens the door to corruption 

and compliance challenges. 

Reliable processes bring benefits internally, such as improved 

efficiency and lower costs, and externally, such as reduced 

environmental impact to increased competitive edge. Sound 

processes, from complaint-handling to clear billing, delivered 

consistently over time are fundamental to achieving and 

maintaining high customer satisfaction. This, in turn, builds the 

trust of customers and stakeholders in a company, allowing it to 

be relevant and remain so, fostering long-term prosperity. 

“Reliable processes, delivered consistently over time, 
are fundamental to achieving and maintaining  

high customer satisfaction”

An organization’s people, culture and 

values determine business success. 

“People do business with people” may 

be a cliché, but it remains true that 

we often judge an organization by the 

personal experience we have with it. 

This includes how its employees serve 

us, and how we observe the company 

interacting with the environment, civil 

society and its supply chain partners on 

ethical and social responsibility issues. If 

our experience is positive we, and many 

others like us, will cumulatively reinforce 

the brand’s reputation. 

Organizations that pass the test of time 

achieve alignment between customer 

expectations and employee belief by 

having a strong sense of identity. Many 

companies have moved away from 

directive, hierarchical management. 

Instead, modern leaders achieve 

engagement by being more inclusive and 

value the contributions from their staff. 

“Organizations that have passed 
the test of time have achieved 
alignment between customer 
expectations and employee belief”

Process Reliability

People’s Behavior
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Through organizational resilience, added 

motivation for workers can come from 

creating a sense of a common purpose 

with shared ownership. This can lead to 

high quality customer experience based 

on dealing with helpful, knowledgeable 

staff who care.In shared-ownership 

organizations, employee behavior is 

not simply dictated by a set of rules to 

be followed but is an integral part of 

their job and part of their organizational 

environment. It can apply across 

industries and business functions, 

encompassing attitudes to quality 

management, health and safety, the 

environment, innovation, collaborative 

working, anti-bribery policy and many 

other areas of business. 

The staff is at the frontline of the 

business and knows what is going on, 

so they can provide unique insight. 

Organizations that engage and 

encourage their staff to address issues, 

provide solutions, and give constructive 

feedback retain talent and achieve 

sustained success.

The challenge facing leaders is to 

understand an organization’s values, 

articulate them and demonstrate them, 

so that everyone lives those values. 

Not because they’ve been told to, but 

because, “it’s the way we do things 

around here”. 

Values and Culture In Action

The London Olympic and Paralympic Games in 2012, for example, were the most 

sustainable ever. Another measure of success was that the whole project was 

completed, from bid to final decommissioning, without any fatalities  because of a 

health and safety philosophy and culture. In the case of the Games, resilience did 

not reside in their longevity, as the events were always going to be short-lived, but 

in their legacy. They showed the people culture and values that can be achieved, 

providing a model for Rio in 2016; just as London had learned lessons from 

preceding Games, notably those held in Sydney in 2000.
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Prospering year on year in a dynamic, interconnected world 

depends on a number of functional behaviors within an 

organization that allow it to deliver effectively on its core 

business. While there are many business functions that will 

benefit from a focus on resilience, there are three domains that 

BSI’s wide experience with clients has identified as critically 

important in achieving Organizational Resilience in companies 

large and small. They are: operational resilience, supply chain 

resilience, and information resilience.

1.  Operational Resilience

To achieve operational resilience depends upon clear intelligence 

and analysis of the outputs and inputs of products, processes 

and people. This requires gathering insight and taking informed, 

tactical and strategic decisions in a timely manner. Ultimately, it 

is about having a clear vision and working towards it. 

Sticking to and achieving that vision involves all aspects of 

operational good practice starting with good governance 

at board level and then focusing on areas, such as the 

management of quality, environmental issues and occupational 

health and safety. 

A resilient organization is self-aware. It has a true 

understanding of the situation and health of the business: 

the risks, vulnerabilities, strengths and current capabilities 

of the organization, as well as the marketplace and external 

environment it operates within. 

Self-awareness first requires the ability to observe real-time 

activity across an organization and value chain, which requires 

the right tools, mindset and practice. It requires organizational 

honesty to accept information that people may not want to 

hear; bad news can be the catalyst for improvement. This 

demands an investment in people and culture. Self-awareness 

can only add value if the lessons learned lead to actions 

that are measured and fed back into the system; all of which 

requires the right tools, people and processes.

Effective understanding of operational practice allows 

organizations to prosper through improved efficiency and 

better, more timely decision-making, and underpins resilience at 

times of emergency. 

Definition: A resilient organization has a full understanding 

of how it is run and the environment in which it operates. 

This includes identifying operational improvements across 

its products/services and processes in order to meet the 

needs of its customers over time, to how an organization 

values its people and governs itself. It requires demonstrable 

evidence that the organization is not complacent and is 

always challenging itself to improve performance and grow 

sustainably. 

2. Supply Chain Resilience

Firms attempting to maintain their competitive edge and 

margin levels have been forced to move some or all of their 

manufacturing operations to countries that offer more 

affordable labor costs. Modern manufacturing relies on global 

supply chains for raw materials and increasingly for finished 

components for assembly, branding and marketing. Similarly, 

business and professional services companies often depend 

upon consultancy and support services from around the world. 

However, reliance on extended supply chains, contract 

manufacturers, and globalization of operations can cause 

negative impacts, including business interruption, tarnished 

reputation and damaged brand value. Large organizations 

can be complex and unable to access or react to the right 

information across multiple functions, and many lack a l 

ow-cost, unobtrusive way to measure impact.  

Supply chain risk is largely predictable and through proper 

modeling can be identified and mitigated in advance of 

an adverse event. For example, in 2011, many automotive 

manufacturers’ assembly operations were disrupted because of 

a fire at a single supplier’s factory in Germany. 

Definition: As supply chain networks increasingly span 

continents and become more complex, the ability to 

quantify and mitigate supply chain risks throughout the 

procurement, manufacturing, transportation and sales 

lifecycle is paramount. Organizations need to identify 

the critical risks to minimize disruption and help protect 

global operational, financial and reputational exposures.

Organizational Resilience: Three Key Domains
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The auto-manufacturers had failed to identify the supplier as 

the sole source of a resin that coats brake linings. As a result, 

this single event halted production for several of them; an 

outcome that was completely preventable.

By building resilience and mapping out enterprise supply chain 

risks, organizations limit downside risks and capitalize on 

opportunities. Such resilience requires sophisticated risk-based 

modeling , supply chain interdependency mapping, business 

continuity planning, and thorough due diligence on suppliers.

Embedding intelligence in the supply chain framework helps 

identify those critical suppliers that pose the greatest risk so 

that organizations can, in a targeted and effective way, address 

a number of compliance areas. Injecting this intelligence to 

ensure a third-party supplier can meet regulatory, responsible 

sourcing, business continuity and security requirements, all 

while fulfilling an organization’s supplier code of conduct 

requirements, is what differentiates a supplier as an asset rather 

than a liability.

In a nutshell, resilient organizations have very good supply chain 

traceability and are in a strong position to tell their supply chain 

story. They can explain: 

•	 What the issues are and where

•	 Improvement made or plans to be made

•	 How their supply chain aligns with their corporate values.

Many supply chain environmental health and safety (EHS) 

deficiencies and risks result from third party contract 

manufacturers lacking sufficient knowledge to meet the 

regulatory standards and international best practices expected 

of them. Companies with highly complex, global contract 

manufacturing supply chains face extraordinary EHS, business 

continuity, social and reputational risks which require them 

to move beyond basic industry EHS compliance to assure the 

operational integrity of their key contract manufacturers.

Identifying supply chain EHS risks and developing effective 

mitigation strategies requires expert global regulatory 

knowledge, highly competent and proven local expertise, a deep 

understanding of the contract manufacturing business culture, 

as well as extensive risk assessment and risk management 

experience.

For a top tier consumer technology leader, supplier assessments 

utilizing a cost effective and well-established prioritization 

of issues (POI) methodology provided the foundation for 

developing an industry-leading EHS supplier requirements 

strategy. Utilizing a risk ranking process, on-site EHS 

assessments were performed at priority supplier locations 

throughout the Asia Pacific region to identify the most 

important EHS improvements common to their supply chain.

While gap analysis and corrective action reporting produced 

during the assessment phase gave the company visibility into 

the EHS impacts of its supply chain, internal EHS capacity 

building drove more sustainable performance and the creation 

of a safety and health culture.  To address this, customized, 

bi-lingual, EHS knowledge transfer workshops for hundreds of 

supplier staff in Eastern and Southern China were developed 

and delivered to educate third-party contract manufacturer’s 

EHS, facility and engineering staff on the high-priority EHS 

areas to support the suppliers’ abilities to meet the company’s 

EHS requirements.

The company is now confidently and proactively managing 

environmental, social and reputational risk in its supply chain, 

reporting transparently to its stakeholders, and is defining the 

“high bar” standard for the industry.

Environmental health and safety within the supply chain
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3. Information Resilience

Information is key in maintaining trust and transparency 

across a supply chain, and it is an essential element within an 

organization in managing performance, ensuring due process 

and protecting the quality of the end product.

Digitalization has greatly boosted business productivity but 

has left organizations vulnerable to security threats, such 

as computer-assisted fraud, espionage, sabotage and “cyber 

vandalism”. Most threats are not external, but stem from poor 

practice internally. The rapid expansion of cloud computing 

and the outsourcing of personal and business data has only 

worsened the problem.

Organizations must gather, use and store information 

appropriately and protect its integrity with robust information 

security management systems. In today’s digital world, individual 

and business customers must be able to trust companies to 

run securely and to have adequate protocols in place to protect 

their sensitive data. 

Best practice organizations ensure information security is 

embedded into their organizational behavior, supporting rapid 

and effective decision-making in a safe environment.

Standard Practice

Capgemini, a global leader in consulting, technology, 

outsourcing and local professional services, uses ISO 27001  

to increase its resilience, reassure clients and gain a 

competitive edge. 

The group has adopted a comprehensive approach to 

information security, introducing a range of measures to 

address the confidentiality, integrity and availability of 

information it holds. Key security drivers include potential 

attacks by computer system hackers, but also new “threats,” 

such as increased government regulation and tougher 

requirements from the PIN card industry. 

“If we fail to comply we risk heavy fines and severe damage 

to our reputation. Security has also become a major concern 

for clients. Without robust systems in place, we could lose 

business,” says the Global Chief Information Security Officer 

within the firm’s UK Infrastructure Services division. “That’s 

why we went down the standards route. We wanted to prove 

best practice to ourselves, but we also wanted to demonstrate 

it to both commercial and government clients who are 

insisting on it.

“It’s not just about looking after data; it’s about looking after 

people and physical security too. It’s not just for techies.”

Definition: In today’s world, organizations must be trusted 

to safeguard sensitive information. A resilient organization 

must manage its information, physical, digital and intellectual 

property, throughout its lifecycle from source to destruction. 

This requires the adoption of information security-minded 

practices that allow stakeholders to gather, store, access and 

use information securely and effectively.
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The Organizational Resilience Improvement Continuum 

Different organizations will be at various stages of the Organizational Resilience journey. As the graphic suggests, some will 

regard Organizational Resilience measures as a “necessary evil,” perhaps adopting them reluctantly in response to regulatory 

obligations or supply chain tender requirements. Such weak commitment is likely to reap correspondingly disappointing rewards 

in terms of improved performance. 

At the opposite end of the Improvement 

Continuum are those companies that 

are wholly committed to Organizational 

Resilience, experiencing cultural change, 

continual performance improvement and 

sustainable growth. Key to success is top-

down drive from the most business leaders 

within the organization, “it’s the way we run 

our business”. KPIs are also highly likely to 

keep the business improvement metrics front 

of mind, typically with defined action plans. 

The “Grass Roots” stage is more of a 

“bottom up” approach where staff have 

identified benefits to the business in terms 

of efficiency gains, process improvements or employee engagement, but business leaders are not necessarily aligned, partly due 

to ignorance and partly due to being too busy. “Embraced” is a step further, where some but not all leaders recognize the benefits 

and start to align resources and focus to take advantage of the benefits.

Most importantly, organizations need to be striving for best practice, which involves a combination of senior leadership and 

employee engagement to reap maximum rewards. 

Organizational Commitment
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Necessary Evil
(Need for tenders)

Grass Roots
(Still trying to understand the
full benefits and gain full
business support)

Embraced
(But still room for 
improvement)

Embedded
(Part of 
organizational
DNA)

We have seen that resilient organizations 

are founded upon three essential 

elements and achieve best practice in 

three key functional domains. There 

are also three clear resilience benefits: 

strategic adaptability, agile leadership and 

robust governance.

Strategic Adaptability is the ability to 

handle changing circumstance in a 

dynamic, interconnected world while 

staying true to a common purpose. 

Changing market conditions have seen 

many companies move away from their 

original core business, but only some have 

done so successfully while others have 

failed. 

GEC-Marconi, for example, at its height a 

great British success story in telecoms, 

sold its interest in that business only to 

bankrupt itself in another. In contrast, 3M, 

founded in 1902 as the Minnesota Mining 

and Manufacturing Company, has evolved 

so successfully that today it produces Post 

It notes, as well as 55,000 other products. 

Similarly, Sweden’s Volvo has diversified 

to become a global manufacturer of 

products that no longer include the cars 

that made it famous. Again, success here 

is boosted by the critical components 

of Organizational Resilience. Effective, 

trusted intelligence has provided these 

companies with the foresight to see when 

change is required and the strategic 

adaptability to time major moves into or 

out of key markets. 

Resilience Benefits
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Agile Leadership means taking measured 

risks with confidence and responding 

quickly and appropriately to both 

opportunity and threat.

Leaders must have the courage to make 

tough strategic decisions when things 

aren’t going well and even sometimes 

when they are going well. Agile leaders 

recognize that at some point their 

organization may falter, for example, by 

being overtaken by fundamental shifts in 

their markets, which may occur gradually 

at first, but ultimately prove fatal. Witness 

the worldwide demise of high street 

record and video rental chains in the face 

of all-conquering online-only competitors.

Successful leaders realize when things 

are going well, and that the good times 

never last forever. Many are not afraid 

to make changes at the top of the cycle. 

They insist upon a constant process of 

renewal through “creative destruction,”  

often abandoning things that are working 

in the short term in order to innovate and 

improve for the long term. If the team or 

business’ performance falters, it doesn’t 

necessarily mean the organization is not 

resilient. 

Agile leadership is simple to spot but 

harder to achieve. There is no “one size fits 

all” recipe; some organizations continue to 

operate effectively on a highly centralized, 

hierarchical model, while others reject 

traditional command and control 

methods on the grounds that they rarely 

win “hearts and minds.” They are opting 

instead for flatter matrix management 

and employee collaboration, and believing 

that devolved decision-making, based on 

trusted operational intelligence, is more 

likely to prove successful. Arguably, there 

is no perfect structure at any point in time, 

simply structures that work and those that 

don’t. Structures must evolve and adapt to 

suit the current culture and environment. 

Identifying problems and quick adaptation 

are key.

Robust Governance can be defined as 

accountability across organizational 

structures and hierarchies based upon 

a culture of trust, transparency and 

innovation. It is the system by which 

companies are directed and controlled to 

stay true to their vision and values. 

Governance requires rigorous 

supervision of the management of a 

company, ensuring that business is done 

competently, with integrity and with due 

regard for the interests of all stakeholders. 

Good governance is, therefore, a mixture 

of regulation, structure, best practice and 

board competency. As with the other two 

benefits of Organizational Resilience, that 

depends upon effective awareness of 

operational practice, trust in the data and 

confidence in the end product. 

Debate in the wake of the global financial 

crisis has focused on achieving sound 

governance through rules, codes of 

practice or regulation. It is a mistake, 

though, to think that they are all that is 

needed, just as having rules for driving 

does not make people good drivers. The 

issue is much more one of raising the 

levels of board capability, spreading best 

practice, building a culture of continual 

improvement and then checking that it is 

implemented correctly.

In the same way as a driving test 

reinforces standards on the roads, 

management system standards in diverse 

fields, including risk management, anti-

bribery, business continuity management, 

supply chain ethics and information 

security management, help businesses 

of all sizes to achieve and maintain best 

practice and encourages customers to do 

business with them, people to work for 

them, investors to back them and society 

to value them. 

Good governance applies to the 

entire value chain, which increases 

the complexity and scope of the task. 

Multinationals with complex supply chains 

have purposely chosen to assume less 

control over elements of the production of 

their products and services in an attempt 

to reduce costs or to focus on core 

competencies, yet they are expected to 

maintain a sufficient level of oversight and 

are the de facto owners of the reputation 

of that entire value chain. Acknowledging 

and understanding this contradiction lies 

at the heart of supply chain management.



Continual Improvement

Organizational Resilience is multi-faceted. You can invest time, 

energy and money into one aspect of your business for example, 

investing in your people, that will give you a boost for a period 

of time. But long-term resilience requires looking at your 

organizational capabilities holistically, enabling you to hold on to 

new ground and striving for continual improvement

BSI’s Organizational Resilience model is deliberately drawn as a 

positive feedback loop with process excellence driving up product 

quality, indivisibly linked to the people culture of an organization. 

This process of continual improvement is at the heart of long-

admired management doctrines, such as Kaizen or Six Sigma, 

as well as being embedded in BSI’s own practice of making 

excellence a habit. Habitual excellence is at the heart of resilience, 

but this heart needs to power muscular business characteristics.

  

bsigroup.com

To find out more visit: 
bsigroup.com/en-US

“Habitual excellence is 
at the heart of resilience, 

but this heart needs to 
power muscular business 

characteristics”

To stand out and win, every organization, 

regardless of its size, sector or location, 

must develop an approach to resilience 

that is right for it, underpinned by its 

culture and defining its brand.

BSI’s model for Organizational Resilience 

is built upon over a century of our own 

history and tens of thousands of client 

interactions annually around the world. 

We have learned Organizational Resilience 

from our own experience and from that 

of others. Now we can share that insight 

through our own Organizational Resilience 

model through the British Standard for 

Organizational Resilience 65000 and 

through our broad range of other relevant 

standards and business services. At 

BSI, we are wholly focused on “making 

excellence a habit”, and we stand ready to 

help your organization do so, too.

Our recent research with EIU shows 

that executives believe Organizational 

Resilience is vital to their long-term 

growth and financial performance. 

Four out of five respondents agree that 

resilience is required for long-term growth, 

and more than half see a very strong link 

between investment in resilience and 

long-term financial performance. 

But two-thirds have not yet achieved it. 

Lack of knowledge and skills related to 

ensuring resilience, insufficient leadership 

commitment and the need to focus on 

more immediate financial issues are cited 

as the biggest obstacles to achieving 

Organizational Resilience.

Whatever the future holds for your 

company, BSI’s approach to Organizational 

Resilience will help you overcome these 

obstacles, harness your experience, 

embrace your opportunities and pass the 

test of time.

The legacy of a true leader will be 

determined not as much by what 

is achieved today as by what the 

organization achieves in the future. 
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Introduction
As organizations move from initial COVID-19 response to sustainable game plan they 
increasingly need to anticipate, strategize, plan and execute at speed. That imperative has 
pushed operational excellence and organizational flexibility farther up the priority list for  
many CHROs.

The urgent mandate: Build a resilient, flexible and responsive organization in which resources, 
operations and processes can sense and respond to change — and do it again and again as 
conditions dictate. 

Our research shows that action on three fronts will help turn constraints into opportunities:

Wrangle talent management and resource allocation to ensure the right skills are  
available in the right place at the right time.

Redesign processes to remove the “friction” that slows down work and prompts employees 
to continually “hack” the system to get the job done. 

Last but not least, boost the value provided by the HR function itself to provide  
more relevant and timely solutions and support to the leaders, managers and 
employees who are HR’s “customers.”

Here we share five actions across these three areas to equip HR to build a more resilient 
organization, able to withstand whatever disruption comes next and capture competitive 
advantage even during uncertainty.

1

2

3

Brian Kropp 
Distinguished VP,  
Gartner Research & Advisory

In the next 12 months:
What’s your organization’s top 
business priority?

Improve operational  
excellence

Which trends will have significant 
impact on your organization?

Shift from designing 
organization for efficiency 
to designing for flexibility

Remote work

n = 1,196 HR leaders but responses vary by question 
Source: Gartner 2021 HR Priorities Survey

65%

52%

76%
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Three urgent priorities for CHROs today

“ How do we get the right 
skills in the right place  
at the right time?”

Challenges

• Organizations aren’t responsive to change. 
Only 18% of HR leaders report that their 
workforce can effectively change direction 
based on changing needs or priorities.

• Two-thirds of employees are “hacking” 
their work. They are doing this to skirt 
“friction” created by a lack of clear or quick 
prioritization, processes and support, but 
hacks actually waste time and create risk.

• Even when employees want to be 
responsive, many can’t. While nine  
in 10 employees are ready and willing  
to be responsive, only four in 10 are  
responsive in practice. 

“ How can we redesign 
processes and structures 
to adapt better to 
disruption?” 

Challenges

• Many HR teams seem unresponsive to 
employee needs and wants. Only 29% of 
employees believe HR really understands  
what they need and want. 

• Many HR functions struggle to evaluate 
their activities. Many lack a formal process 
to reevaluate their priorities and reallocate 
resources to be more responsive.

• Agile approaches offer promise but  
are unknown to many in HR. Even those  
who see agile principles as a way to be  
more responsive often lack a defined  
strategy to implement agile projects  
or operating models.

“ How can we respond  
more effectively and 
quickly to demands from 
our customers (leaders, 
managers, employees)?” 

Challenges

• Skill needs are shifting rapidly. Hiring 
managers lack expertise in hiring new skills 
and hiring takes much longer — hurting 
productivity.

• Skills are dispersed. The best talent may  
be outside traditional talent pools — in 
different roles, from different backgrounds 
and in previously untapped locations.

• Employees want influence. Talent rejects 
offers from organizations where they won’t 
have an impact on work and job design.
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Five ways for HR to build a more resilient organization

Take a dynamic approach to reskilling  
and redeploying talent.

Find talent that generates tangible 
business impact.

Before
Design and drive organizational strategy, culture and 
operations for efficiency and effectiveness in the 
predicted environment.

Now
Design and populate the organization for resilience and 
responsiveness — the ability to sense and respond in a 
changing environment.

To improve responsiveness, HR must shift the focus of organizational design:

Redesign work to enable employees  
to be more responsive.

Leverage the newly hybrid workforce.

Adopt agile principles and approach for: 

• HR projects 

• HR operating models

01 03

04

05

02

“ How do we get the right 
skills in the right place  
at the right time?”

“ How can we redesign 
processes and structures 
to adapt better to 
disruption?” 

“ How can we respond  
more effectively and 
quickly to demands from 
our customers (leaders, 
managers, employees)?” 

4
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HR used to ask:
• What talent and skills does the business  

want us to develop?

• How do we predict our future skills needs?

Data shows the total number of skills 
required for a single job is increasing 
year-over-year by 

10%

33%
of the skills that were present in an 
average job posting in 2017 won’t be 
needed by 2021. 

Source: 2020 Gartner Shifting Skills Survey for HR Executives;  
Gartner TalentNeuron™

“ There are many more requests for learning, and we don’t have the 
resources or staff to address them all. ... And when we put together  
a learning solution, the business has already moved on.”
Head of Learning and Development, Manufacturing Organization

01Take a dynamic approach 
to reskilling

Questions to ask now: 
• How do we create a skills strategy that meets 

changing needs?

• How do we develop skills more quickly and  
upskill employees as needed?
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Dynamic approach is most responsive to changing skill needs

01
How do you create a skill strategy 
that meets changing needs?

02
How do you develop skills  
more quickly? 

03
How do you get employees  
to upskill as needed?

Reactive 
approach 

Fill skill requests as they come  
in from the business.

Rely on proven processes that  
were effective in the past.

Expect managers to help drive skill 
development when new needs arise.

Employees apply 54% of the new skills they learn.

Predictive
Focus on identifying a fixed  
set of future skills.

Target investments at preemptive 
development programs.

Inspire employees to adopt a  
learning mindset.

Employees apply 37% of the new skills they learn.

Dynamic 
approach 

Facilitate dynamic cross-organizational 
networks to sense shifting skill needs.

Identify and implement skill accelerators 
to develop skills at the time of need.

Empower employees with relevant 
information to make timely skill decisions.

Employees apply 75% of the new skills they learn and learning begins sooner as needs are identified faster.

n = 6,510 employees; 75 HR executives; 35,166,515 job postings for information technology, finance and sales in the U.S.
Source: 2020 Shifting Skills Survey for Employees; 2020 Shifting Skills Survey for HR Executives; Gartner TalentNeuron™ 
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Shift to a dynamic skills organization

Skill-Sensing Network Targeted Skill Accelerators  Two-Way Skill Transparency

Facilitate dynamic cross-organizational 
networks to sense shifting skill needs:

• Share ownership for identifying and addressing 
skill needs with relevant stakeholders.

• Monitor organizational intelligence on changing 
skills needs.

 Sample tactics:

• Build a skill-sensing network.

• Install a skills advisory board.

Identify and implement skill accelerators to 
develop skills at the time of need:

• Recognize and adapt existing resources to 
develop new skill solutions quickly.

• Identify learning delivery opportunities that will 
have highest impact on application.

 Sample tactics:

• Use current employee skills as stepping stones 
to in-demand skills.

• Push personalized learning in performance-
driving moments.

Empower employees with relevant information 
to make timely skill decisions:

• Create channels for employee and 
organizational information exchange.

• Enable employees to make informed decisions 
that align their interests with organizational 
needs

 Sample tactics:

• Help employees stay up-to-date with evolving 
skills information.

• Help employees break down the assumed 
connections between roles and skills.

Not an “HR solution”: A dynamic skills approach requires all impacted stakeholders to manage changing skill needs.

Source: Gartner
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In action: Build a skill-sensing network
One global banking company gathers insights on shifting skill needs and availability from a cross-HR skills 
team and the business.

The capability manager sits in the 
business unit, has HR knowledge 
and has time to document the skill 
implications of business goals.

Specific talent implications
BU capability manager

Business talent insight
BU people partner

Talent sourcing
Recruiting leader

Skill adjacencies
Talent management leader 

Development opportunities
Learning and development 
(L&D) leader

Performance rewards
Rewards leader

Business goal
Business unit leader

Business leaders and partners 
from each business unit bring 
insight and needs from local 
environments. 

Cross-HR skills team members 
bring global knowledge, 
expertise and understanding  
of organizational context.

Source: Gartner, adapted from client case study
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business impact
HR used to ask:
• How do we acquire the skills most needed  

to deliver on essential business goals?

• Where and how do we find people that will 
reinforce our values and culture? 40%

of hiring managers say their 
most recent hire left their team 
no better off in terms of having 
the skills needed to meet future 
challenges.

Source: 2019 Gartner Hiring Manager Survey

“ For years, I’ve been telling my leadership team that we need to 
invest in a different kind of sourcing — one that doesn’t rely on the 
same pools everyone else goes to. Talent won’t budge from those 
now, and we won’t be able to afford it anyway. I’ve just been given  
my business case.”
Recruiting leader

Questions to ask now: 
• How do we prepare hiring managers to acquire 

skills, not just fill requisitions? 

• How do we invest in a different kind of sourcing 
that doesn’t rely on the same pools?
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Quality of hires directly impacts the business — for better or worse

Source: Gartner

High-quality hire

Hiring less today Hiring more today

Low-quality hire

Toxic hires
With fewer hires, each poor hire has 
larger negative impact on the team.

Team boosters
Quality hires for specific critical roles have 

outsize impact on company success.

Growth inhibitors
Poor hires across the organization inhibit the 
collective effort to adapt in changing times.

Growth accelerators
Quality hires across more roles enable 

acceleration past crisis conditions.

Every hire matters 
more now
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Shift from replacing to shaping the workforce
Acquiring new skill sets from a diverse skills market positively influences the employee value proposition (EVP)  
and delivers tangible business outcomes.

Replacing the workforce To shape the workforce:

Needs 
definition

Prioritize profile acquisition 
Train recruiters to define hiring  
profiles more effectively with  
hiring managers.

Prioritize skills acquisition
Reengineer needs definition around the skills 
acquisition decision.

  Sample tactic: Refocus hiring to job outcomes 
(what needs to be done), not hiring wants  
(what I want in my next hire).

Talent 
sourcing

Target traditional talent pools 
Provide recruiters with support  
to source in talent pools with  
desired profiles.

Target total skills market
Enable recruiters to source skills across the total 
skills market, including nontraditional sources.

  Sample tactic: Refocus hiring to access  
total skills market.

Talent 
attraction and 
conversion

Drive candidate responsiveness 
Enable recruiters to leverage EVP 
attractors to capture candidate 
attention.

Drive EVP responsiveness
Use labor market intelligence to drive EVP 
responsiveness to changing candidate expectations.

  Sample tactic: Create a desirable, authentic EVP 
aligned to moments that matter to employees.

Results

Shaping the workforce 
approach increases the 
quality of hires by as  
much as 24% 

Benefits of quality hires:

• 20% faster time to 
successfully perform  
in role

• 19% increase in teams 
having the skills to meet 
future challenges

• 36% increase in hiring 
managers who would 
repeat their hiring decision

n = 3,517 hiring managers
Source: 2019 Gartner Hiring Manager Survey
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In action: Target the entire skills market

Typical hiring processes often exclude a huge amount of viable talent. Only 6% of recruiting staff report 
their last requisition filled was from a nontraditional source.

Total skills market for software developers
Traditional and nontraditional sources of talent with desired skills

Hiring practices at every stage threaten to exclude viable talent

Internal talent with  
software skills

Pre-application
E.g., lack of internal 
skills mapping

Screening
E.g., inflexible  
demand criteria

Interview
E.g., noninclusive 
interviewing processes

Self-taught talent 
with software skills

Neurodiverse talent 
with software skills

Traditional software developer pool:

• Top computer science degree programs
• Technology companies
• Prior IT function experience 

n = 253 recruiting staff 
Source: 2020 Gartner Future of the Recruiter Survey
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employees to be more responsive
HR used to ask:
• How and who can own and execute this  

process most efficiently?

• How can we gain efficiencies through 
standardization?

Source: 2020 Gartner Workforce Responsiveness Survey

“ We know something has to change in our organization, but a redesign 
would take so long and be so disruptive that I’m not sure it’s worth it. 
And to be honest, we don’t even really know what exactly it is that 
needs to change.”

HR Leader, Professional Services Company

Ready and willing  
to be responsive

Actually responsive

Work “friction” accounts for two-thirds 
of unrealized workforce responsiveness

Questions to ask now: 
• What’s keeping our employees from  

being more responsive?

• How should we design processes and 
structures to better adapt to disruption?
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Top areas of work friction

I’ve had to create 
processes for my job 
where none existed.

The work processes 
underpinning my team’s 
work are out of date.

I don’t understand why my 
business unit is structured 
in the way it is.

Misaligned work design

Our team doesn’t have 
a sufficient budget.

The people on my 
team are not the 
people we need.

We don’t tweak the 
operating budget 
throughout the year 
once it’s set.

Trapped resources

My work is regularly 
delayed by specific 
colleagues/teams in 
the organization.

Decisions take longer to 
make than they should.

It takes too long to secure sign-
off for new approaches or ideas.

Rigid processes

Overwhelmed teams

I struggle to find the 
right information to 
do my job.

The volume of 
tasks keeps rising.

It’s difficult to identify the 
people in my organization who 
can help me do my job well.

Source: 2020 Gartner Workforce Responsiveness Survey
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Shift work design to unlock responsiveness
Responsive teams are more engaged and overperform when it comes to customer satisfaction, profit, 
productivity and innovation.

Work friction Shift in design principles How to unlock responsiveness
Maximum impact on the percentage of 
responsive employees in the workforce

Misaligned  
work design

Episodic  
overhauls

Ongoing  
adjustments

Embed work design assessments into broader talent 
management activities

 Sample tactic: Find underlying cause.
16%

Overwhelmed  
teams

Maximum  
capacity

Prioritized 
effort

Clarify boundaries to improve prioritization

  Sample tactic: Prioritize highest-impact tasks  
and invest effort proportionate to impact.

14%

Trapped  
resources Stability Mobility

Move resourcing decisions closer to the end user

  Sample tactic: Disaggregate large functions into 
autonomous “micro” enterprises.

14%

Rigid  
processes

Standardization  
(default = “no”)

Variation  
(default = “go”)

Formalize how processes can flex

  Sample tactic: Default decisions to “go”; e.g., by  
raising the bar on decisions that require escalation.

12%

Results

Responsive teams are at least 20% more likely  
to overperform against key goals (i.e., customer 
satisfaction, profit, productivity, innovation). 

On highly responsive teams, 30% more 
employees demonstrate high discretionary  
effort on average.

n = 5,003
Source: 2020 Gartner Workforce  Responsiveness Survey 15
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In action: Make ongoing adjustments for misaligned work design
One global banking company makes ongoing adjustments by embedding diagnoses of design misalignment into frequent,  
business-triggered, team performance reviews. Once triggered, the review evaluates all possible root causes to determine the  
true underlying issue. One lesson learned: Don’t assume leadership, culture or skills are always at the root of the challenge. 

The way work happens 
diverges over time from  
the way it is designed —  
a phenomenon widely 
acknowledged by employees 
(see work friction, page 14).

The way work happens ( ) diverges over time 
from the way it is designed ( ).

When work design is overhauled episodically —  
as is the common approach — conditions  
have already become highly misaligned ( ).

Instead, make ongoing adjustments ( )  
to reduce the gap.

Ongoing adjustments lead to an 11% increase in 
workforce responsiveness. They also drive 11% 
more employees exerting high discretionary effort.

The way work happens

The way work is designed

Episodic overhauls of design

Ongoing adjustments

Work

Time

n = 5,003
Source: 2020 Gartner Workforce Responsiveness Survey

Illustrative
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workforce models
HR used to ask:
• How many hours and processes do full-time 

employees contribute? 

• How can we boost efficiency using alternative 
workforce models?

Nearly half of employees will work 
remotely at least some of the time.

Source: 2020 Gartner Workforce Responsiveness Survey

“ We trust our employees and empower them to shape their work themselves 
so that they can achieve the best possible results. We're motivating our 
employees while improving the company's performance capabilities  
and sharpening [our] profile as a flexible and attractive employer.”

CEO, industrial manufacturing conglomerate

Pre-pandemic Post-pandemic

30% 48%

Questions to ask now: 
• Where and when can work get done to drive the 

highest levels of productivity and engagement?

• Who — within and beyond the organization —  
is ready, willing and able to get critical  
work done?
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The three E’s of a hybrid workforce

The economics
Building the business case for  
a hybrid workforce 

What is the business case and strategy  
for creating, extending or expanding  
a hybrid workforce?

Reduced operating costs

EVP alignment

Expanded and lower cost talent pools

Employee experience
Adapting the employee life cycle for  
a hybrid workforce 

Where and how do we invest in the  
employee life cycle for greatest returns  
on a hybrid workforce?

Improved employee engagement

Expanded career options

Improved well-being

Organizational enablement
Ensuring the hybrid workforce is  
fully supported

How do we ensure continuous  
improvement of our workforce in  
a hybrid model? 

Reduced facility costs

Reduced compensation costs

Source: Gartner
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Shift workforce models with a roadmap for the hybrid workforce
The hybrid workforce model is one of flexibility, adaptability and shared ownership on the part of employers and employees.

Build the business case
Build a business case that 
demonstrates tangible benefits 
and mitigates potential concerns  
for expanding a hybrid workforce.

Measurement and analytics
Leverage diverse internal and  
external data sources to monitor 
the success of hybrid workforce 
strategies and proactively identify 
areas for improvement.

Well-being
Analyze current health and well-being 
strategies, and identify areas for 
improvement and optimization of  
the organization’s offerings.

Manager and leader capability
Educate managers and leaders on 
how to engage their teams virtually, 
manage performance, communicate 
effectively and operationalize culture 
changes.

Goal setting and performance
Educate managers on how to revise 
performance goals, as needed, and 
manage by those goals or outcomes 
versus direct observation.

Culture
Assess current organizational  
culture to determine if and how 
it needs to change to support a 
hybrid workforce.

Total rewards
Determine how compensation, 
rewards and recognition strategies 
will need to be adjusted to support a 
hybrid workforce and ensure parity.

Organization design
Redesign and implement the structures, 
workflows, roles and networks 
needed to support a hybrid workforce 
and drive organizational goals.

Communications and collaboration
Implement technology solutions 
that improve communications, 
collaboration and connectivity 
between employees.

Clarify strategy
Clearly define the components 
and expected outcomes of the 
organization’s hybrid workforce 
strategy.  Sample tactic.

The hybrid workforce opportunity
• Improved performance and engagement
• Increased effort and productivity
• Expanded and more diverse talent pools
• Greater emotional well-being
• EVP fulfillment and alignment
• Reduced commuting costs and carbon footprints
• Reduced facility and operating costs

Tools and technology
Identify the touchpoints in the 
employee life cycle that may require 
technology support to enhance 
virtual working conditions. 

Scenario planning
Identify hybrid model scenarios 
including remote viable positions  
and clearly define the degrees of 
flexibility for different sets of roles. 

Workspaces and facilities
Determine how physical workspaces 
and facilities will need to be adapted 
to support a hybrid workforce.

Recruiting
Shift sourcing and attraction 
strategies and adjust EVP and 
employment branding strategies. 

Talent development
Implement virtual learning solutions 
and update talent management 
practices to develop strategic talent 
pipelines in a hybrid environment. 

Virtual onboarding
Implement virtual onboarding 
delivery methods to reduce costs 
and allow for individual tailored 
onboarding experiences.

Economics

Enablement

Employee experience
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In action: Critical considerations for a hybrid work model
Use a plus/minus, high-medium-low or other accepted visual to rate how a business impact aligns with 
enterprise values and strategy.

Critical considerations  Benefit  Risk Outcome measures

Engagement (High, Medium, Low) (High, Medium, Low) Discretionary effort, intent to stay

Productivity Employee-reported productivity

Organizational culture Employee perceptions of organizational culture

Communication and collaboration Number of employee interactions with managers  
and team members

Career opportunities and development Internal mobility, career path ratio

EVP Employment brand strength

Emotional and mental well-being Overall employee well-being levels

Health and safety Health and safety expense breakdown

Facility and operating costs Real estate cost per employee

Source: Gartner
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projects and operating models
HR used to ask:
• Should we increase our use of surveys to 

gauge employee sentiment?

• How should we change the way we run the 
function?

“ We continue, enabled by superiority, productivity — and creating a 
more focused, agile and accountable organization and culture —  
to make important progress toward our objective of delivering 
balanced growth.”

Vice Chairman and CFO, global consumer packaged goods company

160% over  
3 years

Questions to ask now: 
• How can we increase the relevance and speed 

with which HR solutions reach employees?

• How can we improve employee experience?

Global demand for agile skills among  
HR-related job postings

n = 329,411 job descriptions
Source: Gartner TalentNeuron™
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* Note: The 2001 Agile Manifesto defines 4 values and 12 principles guiding software development. It has since been adopted more broadly as an approach to managing the collaborative efforts of teams and organizations.
Source: Gartner

Key success factors for agile HR projects and operating models

Agile manifesto values* HR projects HR operating models

Individuals and interactions over  
processes and tools

Select project teams based on insight into  
the end-user problem instead of subject  
matter expertise.

Create space for strategic thinkers to solve 
customer problems.

Working software over comprehensive 
documentation

Prioritize good solutions over  
implementation support.

Customer collaboration over  
contract negotiation

Co-create with end users throughout,  
not at the beginning and end. Create a proactive customer-sensing HR model.

Responding to change over following a plan Use short, iterative project cycles instead  
of predetermined project plans.

Manage HR’s work as an evolving investment 
portfolio rather than as a set agenda.
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In action: HR projects — Determine applicability of shifting to agile to solve problems
The HR function at a major food retailer asked three simple questions to determine who would need to be  
involved in resolving a problem and whether the issue is urgent for employees.

Is this problem worth solving at all?

We don’t know 
what the full scale 
is for employees.

Outcome: Hackathon 
Coordinate a time to meet with other 
stakeholders and find solutions to the 
most challenging aspects of the issue.

We’ve received 
recurring feedback 
that it is.

Is agile an effective way to solve it?

1

No Yes

Only one person is 
responsible for it.

It involves many 
decision makers.

No Yes

The issue is urgent and complex and HR must include decision 
makers inside and outside of HR to make changes to the issue.

HR can resolve it internally 
but it is not currently critical.

No Yes

Can HR solve all of the challenges 
related to this issue on its own?

Does this issue 
involve several 
decision makers?

Is this a known and persistent issue?

2

3
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In action: HR operating model — New agile HR strategy may or may not 
require shifting to a new structure

HR Business 
Partners

Transactional 
HR

HR Services
Center of 
Excellence 
(COEs) Innovation 

HR

Sector HR Market HR

Prior HR Operating Model HR 2020 Operating Model
Some HR functions embed agile by shifting  
responsibilities within the existing organizational 
structure, but the HR function at this global 
science and technology company underwent  
a functionwide transformation:

• “ Innovation HR” designs global HR solutions 
implemented and contextualized by sector and 
market HR.

• “ Sector HR” acts as strategic business 
consultants and topic experts, driving global 
sector needs.

• “ Market HR” provides cross-sectoral HR support 
to deliver employee life cycle HR solutions 
within geographies.

HR is no longer responsible for transactional 
work. All transactional work, across the 
organization, is owned by a centralized 
“business service” function.
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How Gartner is helping CHROs adapt and stay ahead
The decisions CHROs make today can impact 
their company brand for the next five years. It’s 
critical to have trusted support. With our insights, 
actionable tools and advice we help HR leaders 
adapt their strategies across a variety of mission-
critical priorities to set their organizations up  
for success in the pandemic era.

Example of support as a Gartner client:

Diagnose current state Develop your plan Execute and drive change

Diagnostics and 
benchmarks

Guides and 
toolkits

Expert 
inquiry

Expert 
research

Case studies 
and best 
practices

Evaluate the state of your current org 
design using our Ignition Guide to 
Assessing Your Organization Structure.

Connect with a former CHRO who will 
ensure you've addressed barriers that 
could prevent success in shifting work 
design to unlock responsiveness.

Build an agile function using S&P’s 
People Agile Team Approach.

Peer 
connections

Live 
events

Live webinars 
and online 
learning events

Use our Skills Strategy Audit tool to 
diagnose your current skills approach.

Attend upcoming and on-demand virtual 
events on adapting HR processes to 
unlock an agile and responsive culture.

Use our Ignition Guide to Redesigning 
HR Structure to implement change.

Document 
reviews

Consult with expert advisory team  
on how to dynamically respond to  
skills needs.

Review your hybrid workforce strategy 
board presentation with an expert 
advisor for individualized feedback. 

Review best practices on advancing 
recruiting’s value and communicate 
how to prioritize skills acquisition.
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Learn more. 
Dig deep. 
 Stay ahead.
Follow us on LinkedIn  |  Gartner for HR

Learn more about Gartner for HR at  
gartner.com/en/human-resources

Free content: Visit Smarter With Gartner  
Expert guidance to help you build a world-class HR organization

© 2020 Gartner, Inc. and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. CM_GBS_1016745

https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/gartner-for-hr/
https://www.gartner.com/en/human-resources
https://www.gartner.com/en/human-resources
https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/category/human-resources/
https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/category/human-resources/
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